Name:

Membership level

What motivated you to put yourself forward for
election to the Hong Kong branch committee?

Mr. LAM Wai Pan, Wilson

Full

APM is a prestigious professional body. It would be my
honour to humby serve the APM(HK Branch) and learn
from colleagues and Committee. I have more than 25
years of experiences as architect, authorized person &
project manager. Further, I am quite experienced in IT
related project in addition to construction & building
projects. Last, I am also a mediator, adjudicator &
arbitrator. I hope these background can support me to
humbly serve APM.

Steven Root

Full

I strongly believe that as a professional I should
contribute back to my chosen profession. I am
passionate that professional PM standards are
recognised and widely taught and volunteer my time
to that effect. After 6 years on the Branch Committee I
am still as keen as ever to contribute and both
encourage younger APM members as well as help
build a stronger more professional PM community in
Hong Kong.

I have 30 years PM experience in many sectors 5hrs
such as mining, construction, I.T. and the
financial industries. I have served on the Hong
Kong Branch Committee for the past 6 years
and have served the Branch as Chairman for
the last 31/2 years. In the past year I have
managed to bring the HK Government on
board with recognising that APM is the global
standard that government PM standards
should align with. I am also keenly involved in
current discussions concerned with introducing
APM qualifications and standards to major
Mainland contractor and consultant trade
associations.

Marcel Ekkel

Full

Experience and network.

2hrs

James Ford

Full

Contributing events and the development of the
profession in Hong Kong.
Existing Committee Member

Knowledge and experience and running major
programmes and projects

1 hour

What qualities, skills and experience do you
think you'll bring to the Hong Kong
branch committee?
1). Architect, Authorized Person & Project
Manager - MAPM, PMP, APMG-Agile
Practitioner, Prince 2 Practitioner. 2). IT
related projects - Cert. Big Data Science
Professional, CIMP, COBIT, ITIL Expert etc. 3).
Arbitration/Mediation/ADR - MCIArb, FHKIArb,
FHKCAC, FDRC etc. 4). Professional Bodies Council Member of HKIArb (2013 - 2016; 2017
to present); HKIA Committees; HKIAC
Appointment Board etc.

How much time do you anticipate being
able to spend on branch activities in an
average week?
5 hours

Tak Yun WONG Joe

Fellow

I have been the committee member for about 18 years
since I joined the APM. I have been invigilating the
APMP exams thereafter till now for the major
consulting firms in Hong Kong. Over the past three
years, I have also been the treasurer of the local
branch. At the very beginning, I assisted the
Membership Secretary in handling the membership
matters. On occasions, I was particularly proud at
organizing some monthly events with the Event
Organizers in the old days. After attending the events
and writing up the event scripts for the inclusion into
the website, I have actually learned from the speakers
the challenges and lessons that contributed to the
project success. With a very close relationship with
the committee members and the Association, I very
much wish to continue my committee membership.
This is mainly attributed to my self-motivation and
interests in the project management field.

I have equipped myself with the life-long
About two to three hours per week.
learning. The post graduate academic
qualifications in Project Management from the
University of Reading and the professional
qualifications from the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors and the Hong Kong
Institute of Surveyors enabled me to think
positively about my self-development and
career progress in the past. I have been an
internal Management Consultant with the
Hong Kong Government for over two decades.
I am particularly keen in identifying key issues
and risks on projects. Conflict resolution,
especially the soft issues, among stakeholders
is also my strength. Now, I think it is high time
for me to continue to bring the knowledge and
experience I gained from the public and private
sectors to the local branch committee.

Or Siu Hong

Student

With my career interest and decent attitude of
learning, I believe that I am the suitable person for this
post of the APM Hong Kong branch committee
2018/19. I desire to join the committee since I want
to promote APM to more university students in HK, as
well as arouse the awareness of certain construction
management issues at university campus. Being a
member of APM, I hope to publicise APM via
launching different activities like APM student
membership gathering. My internship experience at
China Resource Land Qianhai Co., Ltd. as an engineer
intern provided me with some important skills to work
with the professionals in the construction industry. I
participated in some stages of construction
management, including the testings of building
materials and supervision of the building procedures.
Having this experience, I want to contribute APM by
leading students to participate the relevant
construction management activities in the future.

Majoring in year 2 Surveying from the
2-3 hours
Department of Architecture and Civil
Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, I am
well equipped with essential knowledge and
skills to come with this applied position to
develop the construction management
commissions. It is my desire to develop more
advanced automation, BIM and safety
construction under construction management.
Besides, I am a thoughtful and proactive
student. Being a student mentor, I also
organise some activities for the year one
student. Huge connection with them is
developed so as to realise their needs and help
them to become independent.
I believe
that I would be an asset to your program. This
post offers me a golden opportunity to assist
your construction management and to expand
my management skills. I am available to work
from 28 June 2018.

Murray Ross RPP

Full

Joining the APM’s committee has been on my wish list
since committing to my RPP qualification. As a top tier
member, I want to share the knowledge I have gained
(through experience and various qualifications) with
others to help grow and develop the APM’s more
junior members and take the Association into a well
known and respected professional body globally. As
an extremely driven and dedicated professional, I
think the APM HK branch/ committee will only benefit
from having me onboard.

I have spent the last 10 years developing my
career with Mott MacDonald and currently
hold down the role of Project Controls
Manager and Practice Lead for Project,
Programme & Commercial Management
(PPCM) for North East Asia (Hong Kong, China,
Taiwan). Reporting to the Unit Managing
Director, I am responsible for implementing
robust project controls processes across the
entire multi-disciplinary portfolio of projects as
well as providing leadership across the PPCM
practice in North East Asia. Additionally, I am
accountable for Project Management training
and professional excellence across North East
Asia. This includes setting and administering
the budgets for APM related training (PFQ,
PMQ, PQ, RPP).

As the Project, Programme and
Commercial Management (PPCM)
Leader for Mott MacDonald's Hong
Kong operation, I have a 2018/ 2019
budget set aside for professional
excellence and training which includes
an allowance for APM related activities
if appointed. I am therefore able to
devote as much time within reason.

